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nterestins Details of Su i 0 of
C. C. Maloney Alia "A. D.
Boling" of Lexington, Ky.
Was It because he could not find
any one who would accept as a tree
gift the sum ot 12,500 in greenbacks
Moloney
of 5. 10 and 20's that C.
alias A. D. Boling of Lexington, Ky.
committed suicide some days ago on
.ills way to Corona in the presence
r a number o- - nassengers on the
New Mexico Central railroad?
This is the question being asked to- udav bv those who have followed tttis
case which promises to be one of the
most remarkable of check; mysteries,
The ownership of the $2,500 now Is
up to the district court to determine
and when the case Is tried perhaps
the mystery surrounding the actions
nt Mnlnner alias Boling will be
solved.
From information obtained by
rennrter today it appears that Mr.
Holing or whatever his name was,
called at a local bank here December
13 to get a check for $2,500 cashed
It was Bigned by Sarah Hampton aud
was drawn on the Fayette National
Bank of Lexington, Ky. It appears
that Mrs. Hampton was represented
as the mother of the presenter of the
check. The local bank officials took
the check for collection and received
a wire from the Lexington bank that
it was ail right. The owner of the
check, however, did not come back for
his money until January 15. He said
that he preferred to have the transac
tion kept private and nothing was
thought of the remark which was not
an unusual one for bank officials to
hear when a man takes a large sum
of money away with him.
Boling said that he had a partner
and was stocking a ranch and could
not pay for the cattle in a check, lie
had to have the long green. He got It
and it made quite a thick wad. Bui
lug then boarded the train for Corona but seemed under great mental
I
stress.
Showed Alarm.
Passengers on the same train with
him stated that he kept looking
around every time the train door op
He seemed greatly worried.
ened.
The longer he was on the train the
more troubled his mind seemed to be
come. The money. It now appears,
burned Into his soul. It is thought
that there was some crooked work
back of the drawing of the check al
though the Lexington officials have
stated that the signature of MiHampton was good. It is said, how
ever, she denies its authenticity. Some
I Willi
that Boling got hold of a check
signed in blank by Mrs. Hampton, and
tilled It out, using a fictitious name
for fear of detection.
There does not seem to have been
a very well defined method in his
actions, however, for he never de
rived any benefit from the money,
Opens
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THREATS OF LYNCHING MADE AMUSING
QUESTIONS
the probable death roll as the oxygen helmets descended and the
work of rescue was pushed with franafan
result of
explosion yesterday
ternoon In the Prlmero coal mine of tic haste. Volunteers were rushed to
It I Very Likely That There the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Prlmero from all the adjoining camps Dramatic Scene Occured at San- Supervisor Stewart and His
and as fast as one rescue party was
ta Fe Depot at Train
Force Smile a "Tenderfeet"
Will Be No Election Thit
Op to ten this morning, thirty-ontorn exhausted, others eagerly took up the
most
of
them
Pulled In.
bodies,
terribly
Letters Pour In.
November.
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work.
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employed
and burned, have been brought to the
Special to the New Mexican.
were
and
Italians.
Slavs,
Hungarians,
while according to estimates
Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. It Is surface,
the Clovls, Feb. 1. As the result of a "It certainly does pay to advertise,"
mine officials, made from the num But few Americans were among
reported here that the Senate leaders of
was badly wreck fatal shooting at Clovls, Curry coun said Forestry Supervisor Stewart this
The
mine
missing.
there
have reached an agreement on the ber of miaalng safety lamps,
Are which ty, last night, of Benjamin Lyons, son morning as he glanced at the huge
t
men, probably all ed by the explosion and the
statehood bill. Senator Beveridge is are still
followed. The cause of the explosion of a hotel proprietor, by Frank
pile of letters that lay before him and
caved-iIn
the
somewhere
to report a substitute for the Hamilton dead,
a rival depot solicitor, threats were spread on desks of other mem
was not ascertained, and It may be
occurred
The
explosion
workings.
bill, which will provide that constltu
days before the last of the bodies was of lynching are made, and the police bers of the service. The letters which
tlonal conventions be held at Santa Fe about 4:30 yesterday. With a terrific recovered. The first rescue
party are preparing to rush Leteaux out of came from all over the country were
and
flame
of
volume
a
roar,
sum
great
this
and Phoenix respectively
town. Friends and relatives of Lyons in
reply to announcements made in
main shaft, found No. 7 shaft afire and succeded
belched
the
from
smoke
for
an
election
ot
instead
mer; that
it. Near the entry are said to be on the way from Ama the Santa Fe New Mexican and other
en- In extinguishing
territorial delegate, county officers which crumpled in, blocking the
trouble
and
on
a
train
special
of shaft No, 8 fourteen bodies were rnlo
papers that the Pecos national forest
of the legislature trance and wrecking the air fans. Five found in a heap, and here in the Is anticipated when they arrive.
and members
will be thrown open for settlement
shaft were
on the regular election day In No men stunding near the
was
the
result
of
The
a
shooting
of dead mules, Donacio
soon.
it was three hours later be- midst of waspile found
vember, the constitution will be sub killed, rescue
alive, although grudge between the two men which
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in
several
for
existence
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mitted to the people for approval;
days
mind
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his
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badly
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nouncement or rather to get informa
thut If the constitution is adopted it mine.
His survival is one of the most re past, which was caused by rivalry in
entries,
tion about the homestead
Government Sends Engineers.
be submitted for review to the short
markable things of the accident. The securing business for their respective were written
evidently by many classsession of Congress; that if found acPittsburg, Pa., Feb. 1. J. W. Paul hope of rescuing any of the entombed hotels. The shooting occurred at
es of people and in many styles. Some
ceptable, President Taft issue a proc- and L. M. Jones, mining engineers miners alive grew dim as the morn the Santa Fe station Just before the
some were neatly
lamation on March 4, 191i, the last connected with the local station of ing wore away and a feeling of hope- arrival of the passenger train from were typewritten and
others were simply in
and
penned
of
session
short
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Congress,
at
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the
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to
declaring New Mexico admitted
statehood aud calling an election for
state officers and a state legislature,
probably in November of 1911, and
for the Installation of a state government on January 1, 1912.
Mondell Bill Reported Favorably.
Washington, Jan. 28. The House
committee on public lands today voted to report favorably the Mondell
bill admitting to entry the surface of
coal lands in the United States. The
measure affects about thirty million
acres of land In Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oregon, Wnshlngton and Idaho.
Tom Burns at Washington.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Jaa. 28. Thomas
Burns of Ulerra Amarilla, has sir- rived In Washington. There is still
considerable opposition to the reap
pointment of judges whose terms expire this month and tuere are sevoral
applicants from the outside of the
Territory for their places.
Delegate W. 11. Andrews today Introduced a bill directing the secretary of the interior to issue a patent
to the future state ot New Mexico for
Palomas Hot Springs in Sierra county, with the provision that the Governor may lease the springs.
Delegate Andrews also reintro
duced the bill granting Tucumcari,
Qilay county, tiii adjoining school sec
tion. The governor, under this new
act, is to secure a deed for a lieu sec- ion prior to making the deed to Tu
cumcari.
President Taft has assured Cover
nor Curry that the statehood bill will
be passed by the Senate early in the
session and that without any amend
ments thut could be called seriously
objectionable by those who have the
future of the state at heart. He de.
lured tftat no Senate or House, even
given the power of review, would
reject a state constitution after it
lad been once adopted by tho people

geological
for Prlmero, Colo., to aid in the work
of rescue and to make reports for the
use of the government.
Heaps of Bodies.
The rescuers found the bodies piled
in heaps about the foot of the air
shaft where apparently
they had
fought and trampled upon one another In a frantic struggle for life,
Three bodies were sent up, then the
rescuers were forced back to the open
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groups

stullon as usual, waiting to receive
They had
gueBts for their houses.
some words just as the train was pulling into the station, and Leteaux, according to several bystanders warned
dead.
Lyons not to step in front of him in
soliciting for his hotel, making the
Bodies Badly Mutilated.
"For if you do, I will knock
bodies have remark;
Up to noon, forty-twhell out of you." Lyons disregarded
been recovered, most ef them so badly
Leteaux's warning and Btepped ahead
mutilated and burned that Identiflca- of
him, calling out the name ot his
tlon is almost Imposs.ble.
father's hotel. Leteaux immediately
pulled his revolver and shot Lyons
in the side at a distance of three feet.
The boy fell to the platform aud Leteaux shot him again while he was
down.
Backing off six steps, the por
ter shot him a third time, inflicting
a fatal wound.
'k
Before Leteaux could
1
f - "1 shoot again he was arrested by
Santa Fe Officer W. B. Sands and
placed in jail which Is surrounded by
officers tonight as a precautionary
measure, threats of lynching being
freely made on the streets. Crowds
gnthered ja various parts of the down
town district and feeling ran high
against Leteaux. and only the advice
of several prominent citizens prevent
ed the people from taking the law In
their own hands. Lyons was taken
to his home, where an examination
by surgeons revealed that he had been
shot 1n tKe lower bowel, the left lung
and the left arm.
of women shivering around the mine

shaft.
David Williams, the pit boss, Jack
Ellas and James Rumings are the
Americans included among the known

'Mlr

'

FEMALE FRAUD FROM ARIZONA
WORKS ON ELKS' GOOD NATURE
Paterson, N. J., Feb. 1. A woman
who gives her name as Mrs. Martha
Thome and says Bhe lives In Arizona,
has been arrested at Dover, N. J.,
charged with swindling Elks throughout tho country. It Is alleged that her
plan has been to exhibit the membership card of Harry A. Thome of Arizona, who, she says, is her son, and
then to borrow money telling a tale
of distress.

IE

Had the money however, been
scorpion tied to his breast It could
STATEHOOD BILL
hardly have bothered him more. Fln- uliy to end his misery be pulled out
a botUe from his dress suit case and
found he could not get the cork out.
He accordingly borrowed a pocket Definitely Determined That
knife from a man on the train and
Territories Must Wait
getting the cork loose be returned
Two Years
the kulfe with the caution that the
JUDGE F. W. PARKER.
blade had better not be used without
being carefully wiped.
One Mora Hope.
But Boling still had hope. It would
JUDGE PARKER'S RE - APPOINTMENT
seem, to escape his misery. Then it
was that he asked the man from Election of State Officers to Be
whom he had borrowed the knife if
Held November 1911 at
lie would not take the wad of green.
GIVES GENERAL SATISFACTION
Earliest.
bucks he had with him. And then it
was ithui Boling found Indited the
Washington, Jan. 29. The Arizona
strength of the curse of the money
Term on the Supreme Bench
for he could not prevail on any one and Now
bills Will Enter Upon His Fourth
Mexico statehood
to relieve blm of his money. The now
of
Mexico
New
and Senapractically
complete
Against Him Completely
Charges
stories of men and women chasing
Senand He is Given Clear
After the almighty dollar must have tor Beveridge, chairman of the
Disproven
laded away from Bollng's eyes for ate committee on territories, spent
Bill of Health
lie could not get rid of the handsome half a day with President Taft going
sum of $2,600 In cold cash.
over them. A now feature is In the
Just after going to press last even- tice and President Taft were not mislFinally Despair.
separation of the popular vote on the
the New Mexican received a tele-grn- ed by the Apaches who make it their
Then It was that the unfortunate constitution this November
ing,
from the
man Bwallowed the contents of a botannouncing business to file charges against men
from Washington
tle supposed to contain strychnin election of Btate officers. The consti- the reappointment of Judge Frank W. who ure their superiors In every reand soon the drug took Its effect tution being adopted, It must then be Parker to be an associate Justice of spect.
Hon. Frank W. Parker, who will
submitted for approval to the Presi- the supreme bench of New Mexico.
separating the man from affairs
and from the 5, 10 aud 20 do- dent and Congress. The eloctlon of The reappointment comos after a thus enter upon his fourth term as
tate officers Is to take place a year vicious fight had been made upon a member of tho territorial supreme
llar bills that seemed to burn in his
fter the adoption of the constitution, Judgo Parker and augurs well for the court, was born at Sturgis, Michigan,
pocket.
Mc-Fion October 1G, 1S60,
Ho graduated
But while Boling or Maloney as he earliest possible date for this be- reappointment of Judge John It.
f oin the Slurgls high school and In
upon whom a similar unjustitl-aidletters Indicated his name to have ng In November lull.
It Is also provided that the schools
attack has been made. Tho re- 18X0 graduated from the law course
been, lias departed and left tho monf tho new states shall be conducted appointment vindicates Ju lge Parker of liie University ot Michigan at Ann
ey behind him, it will take a juJpro n
the
In September 18S1, Judge
Knglish language, Particular completely of the unfounded charges Arbor.
to decide who shall bo allowed to
attonlloii Is given to the disposition made afialnst him although to the Parker located nt Mesllln, Dona Ana
spend it.
of the public lands and every
thousands that know him in New coimiy. In 18S2 he went to Kingston
was and the year following to lllllsboro,
has been thrown nbout them to Mexico, no' sucli vindication
FUMES OF TOBACCO
will not fall Into needed, for Judne Parker Is the soul Sierra county. On December 18, 1SU7,
PROVE FATAL. ninke sure that they
the bunds of improper persons or cor- of honor, is highly esteemed by bench lie was appointed to the bench by
Senator Deverldge
says
porations.
'bar, is utterly Incorruptible and President McICinley and was twice
Ten Firemen Overcome by Them the bill will be referred at once to and
Is a Jurist of brilliant mental en- reappointed by President Roosevelt
While Fighting Stubborn Flames
will
the committee on territories.
It
dowments and yet, quiet and unosten- and now again by President Taft.
In San Francisco.
nnd tatious in
be reported back Immediately
his ways. No wonder, Judge Pnrker Is married and makes
pushed as rapidly as possible In the therefore, thnt after the New Mexi- his home nt Las Cruces. Of course,
2. So Sennto.
San Francisco, Cal, Feb.
can posted the bulletin last evening, he Is well known and popular In Sanfor-nic- r
there were many expressions of sat- ta Fe, nnd Mrs. Parker, was a
many firemen were overcome by toresident of this city.
bacco fumes from the basement of a SCHOONER FRANCE8 WRECKED
isfaction that tho department of Jus
OFF CAPE HATTERA8.
wholesale tobacco Btoie hero today
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 1. The
that their fellows were compelled to
Suit for Divorce In the district
schooner Frnnces of New
Jose Beat Hli Wife Jose Oarcln,
stop fighting the fliimos to rescue
scults for diI0 nnd costs tit Lns Ve- court nt AllmnuorQuc,
them. Six Urn fighters were cnrrleil York, bound for Jacksonville, Fin., is was fined
from The building and the recovery of a tolnl wrock near Capo llatterns. Her gas for beating his wife, a pastime he vorce were filed by P. E. Slaughter
against Viola Slaughter nnd Rosa SI.
one Is doubtful. Tho loss Is ahuut crew ot ton men Is believed to bo lost thought was his lnallenablo
Daco, vs. Isniael Baca.
In the torrillo storm,
$10,000.

BILL REPORTED
House Committee Favors Giving President Authority
to Withdraw Lands
ATTORNEYS

FOR

BALLINGER

Senator Nelson and Other Mem
bers Consider the Situation
as "Unfortunate."
Washington, Fell. 2. That there
shall be no question as to the power
of the President to withdraw public
lands for conservation purposes and
to continue the withdrawals In force
until revoked by him or an act of
Congress, the Senate committee on
public lauds today reported a substitute for two of the administration
bills.

New Mexicans Plead With Taft.
Special to tho New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. Dele
gate to Congress William H. Andrews
today headed a delegation of New
Mexico visitors to the White House.
Among these were Governor Curry,
Judge Frank W. Pnrker, Hon. and
Mrs. Thomas D. Burns, Hon. Charles
A. Spless nnd Ira M. Bond, the cor
respondent of tho New Mexican. Mr.
Burns made an earnest
appeal for
Mrs.
Burns joined In
statehood.
speaking Spanish, nt which President!
Tnl'l. who speaks Spanish well, was
delighted and assured his hearer that
ho would Insist upon the passage of
a satisfactory statehood bill nt this
session.
Fish Hatchery for New Mexico.
Senntor Bourne of Oregon, chairman of the committee on fish nnd
fisheries, reported favorably the Penrose bill, a duplicate of the Andrews
bill in the House, appropriating J2.V
COO
for the establishment of a fish
The bill
tiatrhery In New Mexico.
will pass when reached on the Senate calendar. The bill leaves It to
the secretary of commerce and labor
to select the site.

pencil.
The following

are specimens of the
correspondence and show the mental
aptitude of the correspondents:
This from a St. Louis man: "Dear
Please send further
Mr. Stewart:
particulars In regards to land down
there which will be thrown open for
entry, as the writer would like to
come in on a slice of It. I enclose
stamps for jour reply."
This was from an Illinois man: "I
would like to have a little Information if you will please give it to me.
How would a fellow go about to enter
this land when It takes place and
what kind of land Is it and when a
fellow
will have to be ther-eplease let me know all the details."
Would "Love" to Know.
And then came this breezy epistle
from an Indiana man: "I have just
read an ad that there Is to be opened
up for settlement some COO.000 acres
In the Pecos valley. New Mexico, for
homeFteading In the near future AND
I WOULD JUST LOVE TO KNOW
SOMETHING MORE concerning the
matter."
sent
(This "loving" correspondent
two cents to expedite his billet doux.)
Apply in Person.
One man was "from Missouri" In
the true sense and naked: "Is this
government land and what is the en
try fee and does a man have to apply
In person to enter or can he send the
fee and enter. Does he draw or please
let me know all the particulars."
A Texan's letter drew a round of
smiles when the readers Ot to the
line "Confessing my Ignorance in such
matters I appeal to your kindness for
He "sure" Is
a little Information."
from the south, "that genteel man,"
said one who read his letter and hurried to answer it.
A man in Mount Erie, III., writes
that he would like a map of the coun
try. Geographies seem scarce In Erie.
An Oklahoman who seems "wise'
to making land entires asks only one
question: "Is It by a run or draw"
Dry and Doubtful?
A New Mexico resident writes to
know the character of the land as he
seems particular about forming an ac
quaintanceship with the Pecos valley
until he is told whether or not "It is
dry and doubtful?"

TO
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VERY
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House Getting Ready to Investigate Reasons for High Meat
Prices.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Senator
Dillingham today Introduced the statehood bill offered as a substitute for
the Hamilton bill which passed the
House for the admission ot New Mexico and Arizona.
It was referred to
the committee on territories. The reference 1b a mere formality, as the provisions of the bill already have been
considered by the committee and It
will be reported favorably soon after
Senator Beveridge returns.
It's a Punk Bill.
Special to the New Mexican.
Jan. 31. Sena,
Washington, D.
tor Dillingham for Senator Beveridge
Introduced the
Senate Statehood bill. It leaves out all land grants
for educational, penal and charitable
Institutions as well as the three million acres provided in the Hamilton
bill for the payment of state and county debts. The constitution formulated under Its provisions must be approved by the President and also Con.
gress before the President can Issue a
proclamation. If the constitution is
approved by the President, however,
and Congress falls to disapprove It at
its first regular session, then the
state will be admitted without further
ceremony. The bill provides for one
hundred delegates to the constitutional convention. The territory
may
change the capttol from Santa Fe at
any time. One hundred thousand dol
lars are appropriated for holding the
constitutional convention. The elec
tion for county, legislative and state
officers and two representatives shall
be held in the fall of 1910.
Foreshadowing Investigation.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Foreshadowing an investigation by Congress of the high cost ot living, the
house ways and means committee today authorised Chairman Payne and
Representative Clark, the majority and
minority leaders of the House, to collaborate In the preparation of a resolution providing for such Inquiry and
defining the form ot procedure.
Place That Goes Begging.
Wasnington, Jan. 81. Pleading Illness, Senator Paynter of Kentucky,
today resigned from the Balling'er- Plnchot investigation committee. The
place was offered by the minority
leader. Money, to half a dozen of oth
er Senators, but none has accepted.
Senator Smoot Would Divide Arizona.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Sena
tor Smoot, of Utah, has introduced a
bill to annex to Utah that part ot
Arizona north and west of the middle
of the Colorado river. This territory
Is separated from the greater part of
Arizona by an enormous gorge.
Ban Politics From Census.
Under the terms of a bill submitted
by Representative Gooher, It shall be
unlawful for any census enumerator
to .aBk any person from who he is
obtaining information respecting the
census, as to his political affiliation
or sentiments of otherB. The measure provides a fine of not more than
11,000 and Imprisonment for not more
than one year.

C

One pian, an enthusiast In orange SAINT PAUL MINE
IS
groves, asks If oranges can be grown
with Bticcess In the Pecos valley. An
other who resides In Texas, asks It Preparations Made to Explore Workthe land has been Irrigated, He seems
ings to Bring Up One Hundred
afraid of drouths,
and Sixty Bodies,
but mentions

nothing about cyclones.
An enterprising man In Sparta, 111.,
asks Mr. Stewart If It would be possible and practicable for him to send
his son down to the valley to take out
land In his father's name. It seems
the young man is yet an Infant In the
eyes of the law.
Circular Letter.
Mr. Stewart Is at work on a circular
letter which will give a fair Idea of
what the Pecos valley contains for
the homeseeker and a copy of this circular will be sent to every one who
has written for Information. Even so,
more queries are likely to follow and
the members of the forestry office
force are wondering what will be the
next question mnrk.
CHAMPION

JOHNSON
8UED FOR $20,000.

Haled Into Court on
sault and Battery

the Charge of

As-

Upon Norman
Plnder.

2. The "golden
New York, Feb.
smile" was In evidence today as Jack
Johnson, heavy weight champion,
of
pleaded not guilty to the chargo
assault against him. Johnson appeard
ed in court wearing a big
overcoat nnd a profusion of Jewelry
and was surrounded by a crowd of
admirers. He was summoned to answer the chargo of Norman Plnder,
who accuses Johnson of assaulting
him at an uptown hotel.
Plndor's
lawyer claimed that Plnder was badto
be fixed
ly Injured and asked bnll
at $10,000. The court, however, could
not see It that far nnd fixed the bnll
nt $2,000.
Johnson, as bo loft tho
court room, wns served with pnperB
In a civil notion by Tinder for' Z20,000 damages.

Cherry, 111., Feb. 1. The trap door1
of the seal over the main shaft of the
St. Paul mlno, where one hundred and
sixty bodies of miners killed in the ex
plosion and Are of last November are
still buried In the workings, was
broken open this morning. Prepara
tions wore made to explore the mine
nnd bring the bodies to the surface.
Not a woman was present, only a few
Idle miners in addition to mechanics
and inspectors being about the tipple.

While inspectors and carpenters
were busy with the superstructure
a
young Italian woman stood in the
snow, mute and motionless, two
hours yesterday afternoon leaning on
the iron rail about the main shaft aud
gazing tenderly at the cement cap
Hint has practically covered her husband's tomb for two months.
"She does that every day," snld
Archie Drew, superintendent
of the
mine. "She says nothing to anybody
and finally goes home."
Sk'ventf-fuuposthumous fhlldren
have been born In Cherry Bince the
mine fire broke out on November 13,
thus replacing nearly half the residents lost In the fire. The doctors are
the
having hard work to prevent
sending away ot these children.
VERY LITTLE WOOL
CHANGING HANDS AT BOSTON.
Boston, Feb. 1. Very little wool
Is changing hands In, the local market.
Supplies are small and buying

only In limited quantities by the
worsted manufactures.
Carded wool
en manufacturers nre tn ting a moderate amount and fine scoured territory
wools are In demand.
Prices have
gone back a bit. Wnshed delaine Is
held nt 119 to 40 cents nnd 23 rents
Is naked for orlglnnl clips' In Idaho
nnd Wyoming wools.
Is

'

Santa Fe county has again appoint,
With the approaoh of Lent marriage
THE LOST ART OF SPELLING.
oembor. on which the maximum tern- - census official take an oath to obey
THE NARA VISA COUNTRY,
ed road supervisors without
The New Mexican hears from the bells are working overtime and there
adopting
"A Home of Your Own." Is the
perature did not exceed 32 degree. ,he ,aw and th8 part ot th8 law ,
some comprehensive plan of road
i
In the shade. There was one day on
title of a beau- - mountain districts of Mora county Is much of Interest ln scanning the
and
road
that
building
and
In
a
the
repair,
conselicense
and
notices,
special
Particular,
terrl'
Despite
althe
marriage
which It exceeded 90 degrees,
8X,een pane folder and from other sections of
It Is most likely that thou. iimfurou
Bpelllng prevailing ptibllo opinion, there is very quence,
mougn it was oniy vi, wnica n at- ent ouj DJP willard Belknap, secre- - tory that the
of
dollnrb worth of labor and
New sands
sua official who would disclose the tary of the Nara Visa Commercial bee 1b again popular ln New Mexico, little intermarriage of races ln
The Padillas of cash will pe squandered again this
BUSINESS RULES THE NATION. ' number of cattle or sheep he enunier. Club of Nara Visa, New Mexico. The It is high time, for communications Mexico or elsewhere.
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1912' 11 19 &e
mates the cost of booze to the busi"ty of "ery New Mex-la- openly
matic conditions are right, to come turns, which hy the way is a matter of
and which yield nothing to the native people, ln fact, are not even
boys
of
a
work
tnB
lca"
for
lias
same
as
t0
trouble
the
Carrlzozo
adoption
ness men of Its community. It says:
and not optional with the census
to Santa Fe and enjoy life,
city where they operate. Newspapers yet qualified voters, and It would be Santa Fe about the
and
constitution
for
sound
:crvative
On a talr estimate It probably takes
running at large
at all, saya:
are looked to by the people as a bul an Injustice to the bona fide resihour. The average hourly velocity for
will
not
seed
Its
stock.
of
uie
win
siaie.
nepuuueans
ine
luiure
the entire fruit crop of Chaves counpeople
the year was only nine miles an hour.
wark against Buch institutions and dents and citizens to give them pre"Uhuh, in other words the census keep their
trees
until
and will see to It
and
shrubs
lawns,
pledge
conplant
ty in an average year, to bring In
There were only 66 days on which department is ready to protect the cat
when they fall, they betray a sacred ponderance in the constitutional
stock 1b kept from roaming freely enough money to pay for the
that the territory is admitted as a
booze
of the con vention, for the unfortunate part of
are
precipitation of more than .04 of an tlemen and sheepmen and goatmen in
unworthy
trust;
they
New Mexthe situation is that while the Repub- on the streetB. In Santa Fe, for in- brought to Roswell.
Just think,
Inch was recorded. There were six wholesale perjury, Elevating spec- slate and it is for patriotic
fidence reposed In them."
east
Palact
on
the
Ln stance, the residents
ico
rest.
to
do
are
Messrs.
licans
Goods
constantly
gaining
Men, Grocery Men,
Dry
days on which hall fell and 32 days tacle, Isn't It The law of the com
avenue have been not
annoyed and Merchants in all
"
on which .01 of an Inch of snow or monwealth provides that there shall
President Gowen of the Normal strength in those new counties, a but their trees and lawnBonly
lines, what an
have been increase in
one
as
as
is
of
a
good
majorimajority
more fell. The total snowfall for the be an honest return in cash of all1 Be careful whom you ask to
Is
business would retaking
University at Las Vegas,
horses and burros run- sult if this your
damaged
by
thousand
a
ot
in
district
another
ty
42
less
one
was
More
while
than
than
check.
In
were
the
Inches,
dorse
lead
year
warfare
money
your
spent right
distinguished
value, and vet owlrnr to the
even though eastern New Mexico ning at large and Invading private here in Roswell, instead of the brew11,18
the total precipitation, Including the stand of the territorial hoard of equal- - mn
c"y lla been fleered on Intemperance, President Garrison and
have 10,000 Republican voters, these promises. The citizens are practical- eries and distilleries of the
was
when
enow, was 12.26 Inches or an average
his
has
of
found
the
It
by
employer
College
placed
Agricultural
east."
Izatlon, we behold the national governfor police are as seldom
en cashed the ban upon smoking, chewing, gam would have no representation as long ly helplesB
of about an Inch per month. There
ln Its anxiety to Justly record that tDe W check had
as they are outvoted by the radical seen as the garbage collector ln that
were only three months during which ment,
In a naloon or even by a
at
and
and
gambler,
Roswell,
drinking,
bling
wealth of New Mexico, offering to
Those who blame the trusts for
part of town. For a resident to capIt Is not a recommenda
the rainfall exceeded two Inches and the
the Military Institute authorities are elements in t.iat section.
cover up the slight crime of perjury Somehow,
ture a burro or a horse on his own high prices In the United States
In no month did It reach three inches.
tlon for any young man, or old man, prosecuting vigorously saloon keep
In order to get the correct figures!
After Caesar had been slain, Marc hook means a neighborhood feud that should read the wall of a distinguishThere were eight months during
for that, to have It known that the ers who will soil liquor to students or
In retaliation.
In conse- ed Chinese statesman,
who
before
which it was not an inch, Not a sin- Of truth the credit for this unspeak very first thing he did with his pay permit them to loiter in their saloons. Antony came Into great power by would result
should
been
have
able
condition
many improvements that are committing suicide because he pitied
quence,
given
to
out
the
carry
professing
to
to
It
saloon.
In
policies
a
Is
was
Is
It
new
gle excessive rainfall was recorded,
that
a
take
check,
spirit
pervading
is
not
In
Bre
it
for
the
the
fair
above
notice,
for
average the poor so that he could not hear 1
postponed
and only once did the precipitation
most of those cases, the grocer, the the commonwealth and even If the old that tlle dead Caesar had committed planned
like Postmaster
Ira O. live, wrote the Chinese
exceed an Inch an hour when cm Sep- to allow the outside world to think haUtxr thA tnllnr find nthprn tthn.ilrl timers are yot reluctant to vote for to his care. Ho made all sorts of citizen feels
emperor
1b
to
Wetmore
he
Car- "Rice has become ne
when
writes
the
condition
the
that
to
approved have nad the flr8t whack at tnal local option nnd prohibition, the gen appointments that were distasteful
present
tember 3, the fall was 1.07 Inches In
dear as pearls
attor-cnecNews:
rlzozo
district
Governor
the
the
them
but
excused
sayCurry,
relaby
and firewood as costly as cassia
37 minutes. The average of the
people
A fOTmer warden of the Co. eration that is growing up will have
by
"I have been watching and hoping buds."
tive humidity for the year was only neys of the territory, the tax commis-- oraao penitentiary Is Just now
different Ideals and will make no ing: "It was Caesar's wish." These
and an overwhelming majority
were
called
would
that
the
the
Carrlzozo
of
popu62 per cent, but in June It was only
appointees
of
embarrassment
by
people
bones about banishing the traffic,
perlcncirjg the
lace Xharonltes," In derision. There enforce the law keeping stock from
33 per cent, and in May 36 per cent, of thd people.
Incidentally It Is a :ot ony having his checks cashed at
Roswell has numbered all of its
while It was highest in December, 71 good thing that the slides of state-l- a gami,iing establishment but making
That President Taft is thoroughly are people who are sore hecnuse running at largo upon the streets. I houses and
tagged all of Its streets
per cent, which was an unusually dis- hood have been greased, as this little out official checks in favor of such In earnest about helping the territo President Tajt will not play Marc am todny ordering 1,000 nine foot
The scrutiny of tho ries lo statehood Is Indicated from Antony and there are others who Carolina poplar trees to be planted and will be as completely Indexed as
agreeable month for Santa Fe, break- matter at one time would have been establishment.
That ln the town of Monterey, and was any city can well be. Santa Fe too,
ing several records of 35 years for seized upon as a pretty tough argu- endorsements on official checkB has the fact that he is planning a special would like to be Charonltes.
nastlness and yet, a far more agree- ment against the fitness of New Mex- resulted In an investigation, the end message to Congress, urging the Is all there Is to the insurgent move- very anxious to put 500 of the same some time ago, undertook the task of
Its
able winter month than was experi- ico for statehood at all."
of which may end In a penitentiary
speedy passage of an enabling act. He ment, which fortunately for the peo- kind on the streets of Carrlzozo, but numbering its houses and labeling
s sentence for the warden.
enced In other places.
Aside from the fact that the law
Young man, will see to It that the Republican ple ln general and the
Republican do not deem It advisable until I am stieets, but somehow, never finished
Is
that the census officers shall not
simmering sure that they will get some protec- the Job. Perhaps, now would he the
careful, as to whose endorsement party keeps Its pledges even If he party In particular,
There were twenty-twdays, ot
down to Its proper lorel,
tion from stock running at large."
right time to take another spurt at It.
must whip the Senate into line,
which 14 were in the aforesaid De- - disclose the above facts; that each appears on your pay check,
PAGE TWO.
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were evidently written In New Mexico, as "The Song of the Navajo," and
ALBERT PIKE
"The War Song of the Comanches."
The dates stated ahove give some
Idea of Mb travols In the Territory;
though no poem Is dated at Taos
where he spent considerable time.
Journey Across Prairies,
The description of his second JourFe
of
Vivid Description Santa
ney across the prairies from New
Mexico to Arkansas Is vividly written
More Than Seventy
and of great Interest. In AugUBt,
Years Ago
18112, he left Santa Fe for 'Taos to
join a trapping expedition to the Comanche country on the east, which
HERE was about to start under John HarMANY PQnSWRITTEN
ris of Missouri, with whom wore asUoclnted Aaron B. Lewis of ArkanL. B. Prince Re. sas, the celebrated Bill Williams, who
has given his name to a river, and a
view Valuable Early Volume
and
considerable party of hunters
of Author.
trappers of various nationalities. They
rendevoused near the pueblo of Plcu-rls- ,
proceeded across the mountains
To the Editor of the New Mexican:
which then was entirely de
inrHi,,.r tn i.romise I will extract to Mora,
on account of Indian raids, and
li few items from his own written - serted
ex- thence to the Bernal spring and the
works, relative to the travels and
the
uerlences of Albert Pike in New Mex- town of San Miguel, and down
Dedondo.
They
lco and especially at Santa Fe, which Pecos to the Bosque
are of local Interest, and will supple, then struck across the Stakod Plains
and
ment to some extent, the excellent which he calls "Stake Prairie,"
lack of
Bketch of his lite given by Mr. Cat- suffered great hardship for
water and food, living largely on
ron in his Centennial address.
horseflesh until they reached the buf-lil- s
Apart from the personality of Pike,
falo country, and finally arrived at
and
the
of
country
descriptions
Smith on December 10.
people are of much value, as they Fort
During the winter he must have
cover a period of which otherwise we
of New Mexican
know very little. From the time of written his stories
May 1, 1833, he dated the
the expedition of Lieutenant Pike in life, for on
Prose
of his first book:
1807, down to the years just before preface
written In the
the American occupation, there is Sketches and Poems, Albert Pike,
Western Country by
practically nothing that was written
Bhortly after-ther- e
of New Mexico by travelers; In fact which was published
rarest
wec-no travelers In the coun- - wards. This is now one of the south-F- e
most valuable works on the
and
of
Santa
the
the
traders
try except
In the largest
trail. Albert Pike, filled with the west, only found
for which one may seek
spirit of youth, came braries, and In
The copj from
across the plains when 22 years old, a dozen years
yain.
many of the
in 1831. and remained during the which I have
been ac
winter and through the most of 1832. facts above stated, has jus
our Historical Society
visiting all of the northern parts of quired by
rcumstances
c
the Territory, and becoming acquaint- - through most fortunate
is the only one
ed with the people of the Spanish nnd so far as known
on it escribes.
towns as well as with the various fc the entire reg
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
Indian tribes both east and west of
the settlements. He gives an accur- IN
ate description of Taos, both of the HENDRICK FIGURES ITEMS
AGAIN.
NEWS
f
.nH th
Indian pueblo, and the country to the
Laura Blggar
Mrs.
north; writes an exciting love story His Wife Sues
Bennett, Founder of the Albudewhich Is located at Embudo;
querque Sun.
scribes the houses, furniture, ornaments, and customs of the people;
York,
Jan. 28. Mrs. Laura
and in short paints a vivid picture of New
Blggar Bennett, the actress who re
all that was of Interest.
ceived about $600,000 from the estate
Santa Fe.
M. Bennett of New Jersey sev- of H.
.
ui Bania ,e UB g..
has agaIn DoUbed up
vear8
which I extract almost in mil, ana
. etmAmt in a
the part of which regarding the lake
or'
aUenatlon ot af.
0Q
will be new to most of this genera
instituted by Mrs. Agnes
fections,
tion, and may Interest the Wttter
Mary Hendrick.
Company. He says:
The suit will come up for trial in
"On viewing the city, I found that
the supreme court in Brooklyn In a
more
was
of
splen
there
something
and the story of Mrs. Ben- mere . ui few days,
dor nes-- man in
fnr nr rhnrles C.
f,i,,ii,i
public square surrounded with blocks Hendrick, with whom she is alleged to
of mud buildings, with porticos in be living and from whom Mis. Hen- front, roughly pillared, and mud-coy- drck g(jt & dlyorce severa, yea'g ag0
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in iruiu.
iue ptiut-- iu iuo
Tried Together for Conspiracy.
are of glass; in tine other
Mrs. Bennett and Doctor Hendrick
the
ot
the
of
narts
city, generally
have figured Jointly in the news on
In a corner
mica of the mountains
seyeral occasiong, Th9 autre8s alleg.
uU
or me square
guu.u
jau
ed 8h(J wa9 the wfe of H M Bennett,
room-- for
the soldiers here serve as
ffi
n(, made
New Je
vg
Jailers. Within forty yards of this
h
settlement of
square thi'ie is anotner caiiea me the case, by which the actress got a
likewise, by Bhare J)f the estate. Meantime Doctor
surrounded,
muralla,
buildings, which on one side are fall- Hendrlck and Bne were trled ,or con.
en to ruin. It Is used as a wheat
,tted an1 Doc.
ghe wag
rfleld, and belongs to the soldiers who t(Jr Hendrlck wltQ anotner
wa9
have their dwellings around it. Ex- - found
,
ow.
A high(jr
cept In these two squares, the houses e
reversed th(j Judgmenti
.are placed anywhere in an admirable
,n
her comi)lalnti
Mrg Hendrlck
aisoraer.
says Doctor Hendrick deserted her
How Santa Fe Was Robbed of Water. in 1902 and went to live with the
"The little stream which runs actress. She was married to Doctor
through the town waters their fields. HendiUck in November, 1894, and
It was once much larger than at they had four children.
present; for when the Indians were Wouldn't Go to See His Children.
driven from the valley of the Santa
"Before the birth of my last child.
Fe, they retreated to the lake in which , 19M
8ne sayBj he ,od mJ he
this river and the Pecos both rise, .wag ,n ,ove w,m another woman j
as well as the little creek ot Tesu- - entreated mm t0 pay no further at.
quo, and attempted to dam up he ten0on tQ th(J woman-Duhe refused,
river of Santa Fe and starve out the and fae t0,d me the womaD wa3 Laura
succeedand
they nearly
inhabitants;
Blggar '
ed. This lake Is on the summit of.
sent
child was born
one of the highest mountain in the "When ny
16
Is
about
hTm
Fe.
It
Santa
of
vicinity
died
,Wnei n'y,cf
milesperhaps more, from the city,. me;
never
a
paid
any
and never open until July. The peo-' Whe the cr"
?"
pie of Santa Fe, a few years
the door I saw him go past the
employed an Englishman to open it,
In company with Laura Big-inso
for
him
$2,000
agreeing to pay
which money was to be raised ,8arIt was nearly!
Speaking of seeing her husband in
When
by subscription.
finished he demanded a part of the Jail she says: "He took me to a room
money in order to pay his working-- and introduced me to Laura Biggar.
men, They refused to advance a ool-- ; i merely siooa ana looaea ai ner.
lar until it was finished; and he swore i was unauie to say a woru. un anthat they might finish It for them- other occasion while I was talking
selves. Since then, the work has re- to him," she said, "Laura Blggar enmained as he left It, needing about tered with a bunch of roses. She
a month's labor to finish It; and by pinned one on my husband's coat,
giving the city a greater supply of kissed him, put her arms around his
water, to Increase the extent of arable neck and then took his face botween
land, and of course, the size of the her hands and caressed him, I stood
there and cried."
city."
The Actress Wouldn't Leave Him.
Prominent Men of Santa Fe.
She said after Doctor Hendrlck
He mentions many of the prominent
in
free
Is
was
freed she begged Laura Blggar
men of that day and
quite
Santhem.
to
of
some
of
send him away, but the actress
his criticism
of only smiled and said:
was
governor
then
Abreu
tiago
Bautlsta Vigil
the province; Juan
"He loves me, and does not care
Rascon about you. What are you going to do
Francisco
was postmaster;
an alcalde, and Miguel Sena, regidor. about it?"
Pike's Linguistic Knowledge.
MrB. Bennett Is in California.
A
All the biographies of Albert Pike commission has been
appointed to
speak of his extraordinary linguistic lake her testimony. She will not be
knowledge, and 4t seems that he was present at the trial.
proficient In Spanish at this time, as
he Beveral timeB mentions his "work
of interpretation" and on one expedi- OPEN DOOR TO GROSSEST
AND REBATING.
FAVORTISM
tion Bays he was the "only linguist."
Poems Written In New Mexico.
a
While in New Mexico he wrote
Washington, Jan. 28. The applicanumber of his earlier poems, and they tion by the Armour car lines to tho
state
as
they
Interstate Commerce Commission for
aire the more Interesting
the places and dates of their compo- reparation against the Southern Pacific Company on shipments ot Ice
sition.
from Los Angeles, California, to
Among these are the following:
"Home," written at Santa Fe, Jan- Yinna, Arizona, was today rejected.
The commission held that granting
uary 5, 1832.
"The Fall of Poland," written at the request would "open the door to
receivon
the grossest form of favoritism and
Santa Fe, February 1, 1832,
fallrebating."
ing news that Poland had again
en.
March
Santa
Fe,
on
Life,"
"Lines
with
feverishness
Threatening
10, 1832.
children Is quickly and safely calmed
"To the Moon," Santa Fe, March 10,
little
These
Prevontios.
Candy
by
1832.
Cold Cure Tablets should always be
"The Robin," Valley of Tesuque, at
Is
hnnd
for
promptness
March 20, 1832,
Preventlcs contain no qui"Slniilies," in the mountains of
nine, nothing harsh or sickening.
XemoB (Jemez), April IB, 1832.
are Indeed "the stitch in time."
"Sonnet.t" Valley ot the Plcuris, They
Carried In pocket, or purse. PrevenSeptember 2, 1832.
nro a genuine safeguard against
"Lines on Old Memories," valloy of tlcs
Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
tho pyuria. Hentember 3.
Co.
Others which do not bear a date
.grating
square

.
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since'

for the crime of assault with deadly
weapon.
Manuel Vargas, sentenced from
Taos county to serve 10 years for the
crime of murder.

PRAISES

UN'S

WORK

IN MEMORIAM.

Commissioned
by Adjutant Tells Masons What Their Southern Pacific Merges Half
Board of Trade Has
a Dozen Subsidiary
General to Command New
Done
Companies
Company
OFFICE

LAND

AT

TUCIBI

BANQUET

A

HUGE

SUCCESS

Transacted a Tremendous Busi- Third Masonic Reunion Closed
Blaze of Glory Last
ness During the Year Just

in

Night.

Closed.

Declaring that the work of the
Santa Fe Woman's Board of Trade
has been a great and good one, tending to uplift the city and its citizens,
the Hon, Thomas B. Catron, Nestor
of New Mexico's bar, delivered a
splendid address last night at the ban
quet of the Masons of the Scottish
Rite of the Orient of New Mexico.
The address was all the more Interesting as It was delivered in the
building erected by the Womans
Board ot Trade and at a banquet prepared by the very hands of the women the speaker praised.
The other speakers delivered short
brilliant addresses eulogizing Masonic
principles.
Scene of Beauty.
When the five score or more Ma
sons Including members of the local
Blue Lodge repaired to the banquet
hall last night they were struck with
the scene of beauty. The ladies in
charge of the affair had tastefnlly dec
orated the hall In a green color scheme
which was restful as well as pleasing
to the eye. Myriads of lights contributed to the splendor and lit up the
faces of the other "lights" In varlouB
professions, seated at the long tables.
Mr. Jaffa Presides.
The territorial secretary and in the
abseuce of Governor Curry, the act
ing governor of the Territory, Nathan
Jaffa, acted as toastmaster at the banquet. He Introduced the speakers
who were Hon. Thomas B. Catron,
Former Governor L. B. Prince, E. A
Flske, Dr. C. A. Wheelon, R. H. Hanna,
deputy of the Inspector general, all
of Santa Fe; W. B. Walton of Silver
City; L. O. Fullen of Roswell; J. G.
Fitch of Socorro. Mr. Fitch enjoys
the honor of being one of the four
thirty-thirdegree Masons in the TerHISTORICAL
FOR
ACQUISITION
ritory.
SOCIETY LIBRARY.
The Menu.
The menu served was as follows,
The Historical Society is lately and was notable for giving no place
adding to its library at every oppor- to wines or other intoxicants:
Oyster Cocktails.
tunity works of Importance connected
with the history of the southwest, in- Bouillon,
Celery
latest
Mexico.
Roast Turkey
The
acquisition
cluding
Juan
of
work
Sauce
the
in this line is
Saratoga Chips
great
Cranberry
Lima Beans
Peas
de Torquemad on the Indian Mon
ENTREES
archies and the History ot the NaOlives
tive Races of the New World, includ- Almonds
SALAD
ing the Spanish discoveries and conquests. This Is a standard authority Lettuce with Pimlento.French Dreasing
of great value, and can now be conDESSERT.
sulted by all who are Interested in
Fancy Cakes
these subjects. The edition Becured Apple Charlotte,
Coffee
Grape Juice
is one In three folio volumes, bound
In
Meet
Again
May.
in
in old calf, and published at Madrid
today
Secretary Stephens stated
1723.
that the Masons will hold a fourth reAt the same time, the society has
union in Simla Fe in May and It is
added the Important History of Coloand
expected that the ceremonies
rado, wrlteen by W. V. Hall, and pub- business
which will be held
lished In four large volumes, finely then will meetings
even a larger num
atlrnct
illustrated, in 1889.
ber of the prominent Masons in the
They desire to Include In the library Territory than has the passed reunion
now
every
being prepared,
catalogue,
which was declared such a pronounc
book that is available that has a New ed success. In the lobbies of the ho
Mexican author. This will make an tels and on the streets the Masons
interesting feature of the library. Per- were heard to express their warmest
sons acquainted with such books will appreciation of tue hospitality
ex
confer a favor by sending Information tended them here and their delight
to the society in the Old Palace.
at the beauties ot this ancient his
toric city.
J. W. Harrison of Pecos, San Miguel
county, today telegraphed the mounted police headquarters for an officer
to track a thief on the upper Pecos,
but no officer was available at pres
ent.
National Guard Officers Commissioned
Adjutant General R. A. Ford today
commissioned Captain George E.
Wlckham, First Lieutenant Paul Scott
and Second Lieutenant Arthur Wick- ham of Albuquerque. The officers are
assigned to Company G of the First
Regiment of Infantry, and will report
by letter to the regimental command
er, upon receipt of the order.
Suit for Divorce.
In the district court for Taos coun
ty today, suit for divorce, was filed by
Haximiniano Vallejos vs. Teresa u.
deValleJos, alleging abandonment. Ab
solute divorce Is asked for and the
custody of the two daughters, Fedelina, aged 9, and Emelia, aged 6. The
couple were married In 1896, and separated on October 29, 1909.
Business of Tucumcarl Land Office.
The following is the business done
hv the Tucumcarl land office, one of
five in New Mexico, during the past
year:
Cash received during the year 1909,
Number ot
original
$166,333.99.
homestead entries during the year,
1 128.
Additional homestead entries,
act February, 1909, 669. Total number of homestead entries for the
year, 179". Homestead entries, final
proof, 122. Homestead entries, commutation nroof. 636. Total homestead
proofs during the year, 758. Contests
filed dnrlne the year. 1.360. Contests
disposed of during the year, 1,676.

GOOD

ROAD CARLSBAD TO
MOUNTAIN8. FLAVIO
GUADALUPE

Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 31. The coun
ty commissioners have Just returned
from a trip to the Guadalupe mountains, sixty miles west. The people
of the west end of Eddy county think
that they have been neglected. They
now ask that a road to the mountains be built that the mountains may
become accessible to Carlsbad. The
board has done much tor the plains
the past year or two; It is nothing but
fair but that the west end of the
county should have some consideration. The board la likely to make the
road passable for automobiles from
Carlsbad to the west line of Eddy
county. With a little work by the
people on the outside, a new direct
route can be established
between
Carlsbad and El Paso. At the present time It is necessary to go via Ros-weand from there on follow a very
circuituouB route to HI Paso. In the
Guadalupe mountains are many beautiful spots suitable for summer resorts. With a good auto line to the
mountains from Carlsbad a summer
tourist business could be established
and many visitors attracted to the
Pecos Valley and boautlful Guadalupe
mountains.
While it Is often Impossible to prevent an accident, It Is never Impossible to be prepared
It Is not beyond
any one's purse. Invest 25 cents In a
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
you ara prepared for sprains, bruises
and like Injuries. Sold by all druggists.
SCHOOL

CHILDREN UNDER
INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR.

Denver, Colo., Jan. 29. With the
fumes of liquor on their breaths children are dully sent from their homes
to the public schools, according to a
report filed with the state bureau of
Child and Animal Protection, by one
of Its volunteer officers, who is connected with the schools ot Starkvllle,
a Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
coal camp, near Trinidad, The agent
also declares children are allowed to
frequent saloons, and are given beer
at public bars. He declares that when
he made an effort to put a Btop to
these practices he was denounced.
Ho asked whether he has the right to
visit other camps lu the vicinity and
how he shall proceed wllh the prosecution of parontB in such cases,

Ti

8ILVA, WELL
KNOWN TEACHER, DEAD,

Succumbs to Fifth Attack of Pneumonia in Five Years Waa 55
Years of Age.
Flavlo Sllva, for years a teacher of
Spanish in Uiis city and who has relatives all over the Territory, died of
pneumonia yesterday at his home, 105
Hancock street, aged 66 yearB.
Mr. Sllva suffered with pneumonia
each winter for the past five years and
was again taken ill with It a few days
ago. He was too feeble this time to
fight the ravages of the disease. Born
In Pena Blanca Mr. Sllva received
a good education and was particularly
well versed In the Spanish language.
He came to Santa Fe nearly a quarter
of a century ago and was a teacher
of Spanish at St. Michael's College.
He also taught his native tongue in
the public schools at Cerrlllos.
Mr. Silva took a prominent part in
the affairs of his church, Our Lady ot
Guadalupe, and was often seen teaching catechism to the youngsters. He
was a member of the Holy Trinity Sodality and of the Sodality of the Immaculate Conception.
Ho mnrrled In 1874 Miss Maria
who survives him as do three
children, D. Sllva and two daughters,
Miss Antonla Sllva and Mis Alta Gra-ci- a
Sllva.
The funeral will take place at 7:30
In
a. m. tomorrow at the Cathedral.
terment will be made In Rossrlo cem
etery. Manager Hanson of the Wagwill
ner undertaking establishment,
have charge of the funeral arrangements.
SENATOR CULBERTSON RECOVERING FROM BREAK DOWN.

Atlantic City, J:in. 31. Senator
of Texas, who came here somo
time ago for a rest following a nerv
ous breakdown continues to Improve.
Rumors have reached Win he Intends
resigning his seat In the Senate, but
he says there Is no truth In the rumor.
A few minutes dolay In treating
some ciisob of croup, even the length

of time' It. tnkes to go for a doctor
often proves dangerous. The safest
way Is to keep Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in (lie house, nnd at the first
Indication of croup give the child n
dose, Ploasnnt to take and always
cures. Sold by all druggists.

MEANS LONG PROMISED

LINE

From Some Point in Southern
Arizona Through Western
New Mexico.
Articles of Incorporation were Bled
today fur the consolidation of the
Arizona Eastern Railroad Company,
the Gila Valley Globe and Northern
Railway Company, the Maricopa ana
Phnenli Hiiilroml Comimnv. the Ari- imi anil 'nlrrarin Railroad Cotnnany.
which are Arizona corporations, the
Arizona and Colorado Kanroaa company of New Mexico and the Arizona
Eastern Railroad Company of New
Mexico, all subsidiary corporations oi
the Southern Pacific system having
constructed or intending to construct
Is
i &77 mllpR.
The canitalization
io,00O,00O divided Into 400,000 shares.
Tha lnrirpfit. incnrnoratton fee on rec
ord was paid, 13,400, of which $3,995
go to the Territory ana Ji to lernlorlal Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The
incorporators and directors are: Rob
ert S. Lovett who is president oi tne
Southern Pacific:
Epes
Kanaoipn,
Eugene S. Ives, Charles K. Walker, M.
A. Smith, Gibson, Taylor, Benjamin
and M. M.
Titus, Don H. Kedzle
Crocker.
This incorporation is one of the
most Important in many years and
means that the Southern Pacific has
decided to build Its proposed line
tmm Arixnnn to Duranso. Colorado,
nf which 65 miles are to be in Ari
zona and 345 miles in New Mexico.
The line is to pass from the San Car
los Indian agency through Globe to
the Las Animas river. An alternative line Is to pass through Clifton
and to pass at a point between Farm-ingtoand Aztec In San Juan county.
Ulie 'Incorporatjon also covers extensions to Bisbee, Douglas and Naco
thus invading the territory of the El
Minor
Southwestern.
Paso and
are provided for two
branches
mlnlnz camns of areat importance to
Arizona rather than to New Mexico.
Three surveys have been run for the
lino tn nnnineo and the lncornoration
covers all three, although, naturally,
only one will be built. The incorpora
tion was made also at rnoenix, Arizona, today.
Other Incorporations.
The Malaga Cemetery Company of
TnlnM Eddv countv. filed Incorpora
tion papers today, the Incorporators
and directors being: rnomas j. neicn-e- r
and Eugene Donaldson ot Loving,
and J. L. Williams, Thomas J. San-forand C. W. Bceman of Malaga.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today appointed the following notaries
public: C. P. Pardue of Loving, Eddy
cniintv: John M. Harris of Melrose,
Curry county; and Donacinauo Quintana of Pina, Taos county.
Increase of Capital.
The Southwestern Brewery and Ice
Company of Albuquerque today filed
in tho office of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa a certificate of increase
of capital from $40,000 to $200,000.
Applied for First Citizenship Papers.
Francisco de los Angeles, aged 28, a
native of Mazatlan, Mexico, and who
came to El Paso on May 14, 1906, from
Guaymas, Mexico, has filed his application for first citizenship papers.
Convict camp,
r.nnrf Bnarta Enelneer C. H. Neal Is
here from the good roads camp near
Thornton to take with him forty or
more convicts to work on the Santa
road and who will go
Into camp south of Thornton.
Must Pay Poll Tax.
As certain parties living on the
strip along the Texas state
line have hesitated In paying poll
and other taxes, the following letter
from the attorney general, will certainly relieve all doubts concerning
the ruling of higher authorities on
said question:
Office of Attorney General, Santa Fe,
N. M.
Hon. L. C. Mersfelder,
County SupL of Schools,
Clovls, N. XI.
Dear Sir: I am In receipt of your
communication of the 12th Inst. In
which you Inquired whether the people living on unstirveyed lands embraced within the strip of territory
west of the recognized line between
Texas and New Mexico, can be com
pelled to pay poll tax. In reply I have
to sny that tho mere fact of their
residing iion unstirveyed land does
not In any way exempt them from the
payment of poll tax. So far as their
raving taxes upon the lands occupied
by them, they probably cannot be
compelled to do so until pnteuts nave
them by the United
been Issued
States. Their personal property, how
ever, Is subject to taxation.
Yours truly.

The following tributes to the char
acters of Brothers Hermes and Dr.
W. G. Tight were presented and passed by unanimous vote and the secretary was directed to spread same up
on the minutes of the New Mexico
Board of Education and to send copies
to the press and to the friends of
the deceased:
Brother Hermes,
By the passing of William Rowe,
Brother Hermes, Providence has re
moved from the educational field of
New Mexico a prominent fellow workman. He has been a faithful member
of the Territorial Board of Education
for the past three years, having been
appointed during the administration
In his offi
of Governor Hagerman.
cial capacity, as well as In his private Intercourse, we had come to
recognize In him the characteristics
true Christian gentleman.!
of the
Throughout our deliberations he man
ifested a spirit of sincerity, gentleness, and refinement, which uniformly won our respect and admiration.
We not only found him fully compe
tent to grasp the complex education
al questions that have arisen from
time to time In connection with the
organization and operation ot our
school Bystem. but he ever proved
himself a helpful factor in their solution. No trace of prejudice of any
form can be attributed to him. He
might differ from some of us In the
particular method to be employed in
the solution of a problem brought before us, but we always found in him
a disposition to be fair, as well as an
open mind for conviction. We thus
had learned to value his presence on
all occasions, and shall ever hold him
in respectful remembrance.
William G. Tight
William G. Tight died in Los An
geles, California on January 17th,
1910. He was president of the Uni
versity of New Mexico from nineteen
hundred to nineteen hundred and
nine and during those nine years was
a member of the New Mexico Territorial Board of Education. These were
the critical and formative years In
the history of the education of New
.Mexico.
Both in his administration
of the University and in bis services
on this board he showed himself to
He
be an educator of high ideals.
was wise and resourceful In dealing
with new and difficult problems, strong
In his convictions, persuasive In the
defense of his opinions, and fair in
every real or apparent conflict of in
He was quick to ally himterests.
moveself with every progressive
ment for the improvement of educational standards and was an able advocate of every cause which he es
poused. The value of his services to
the educational
interests of New
Mexico cannot be easily estimated
As a sclent 1st In bis chosen field
of geology he enjoyed a wide repu
tation, though in recent years the
work
burden of his administrative
rendered It Impossible for him to devote himself fully to the work of
scientific
research which was con
genial to hlra. His sterling qualities
ot manhood made him a valued friend
and his untimely death Is a personal
loss and a source of deep sorrow to
the members of the board.
In pronouncing this brief eulogy np- i the character
of Dr. Tight the
Board of Education is prompted to do
so by the highest motive of action;
not simply to conform to a time-hoored custom of such organizations,
but as a sincere expression of the
high esleeni in which the deceased
was held by each member of this
board.

It troubled with Indigestion, constipation, no appetite or feel bilious.
Stomach and
give Chamberlain's
Liver Tablets a trial and you will be
pleased with the result. These tablets Invigorate the stomach and liver
and atrensthen the digestion. Sold by
all druggists.
SPRIT OF UNREST
IN

MARITAL

CIRCLES.

Twice as Many Divorces as Marriages
at Denver Wife Desertion Popular Fad In Pittsburg, Pa.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 29. Thirteen divorce actions heard or set for bearing to six marriage licenses Issued.
Such Is the record In Denver during
hours ending at noon
the twenty-fou- r
yesterday.
Wave of Wire Desertion.
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 29. Deserted
wives In great numbers hava appear
ed at the central police station within
the past few days asking aid In the location of their mates. Tuesday eight
weeping women told their stories and
one man reversed the tale by asking
the police to find his wife. Yesterday
five more women appeared and ap
pealed to the detectlves.and Captain
William Elmore Is authority for the
statement that a wave of wife desertion is sweeping over the city.

When You Need
Foley's Oiino Laxative. When you
have that dull, heavy, feverish feelaccompanied by constipation.
ing,
Applications for Parole.
,
Tho following convicts have made When you have headache, indigos-thinin stomach and
biliousness,
pain
said
applicafor
parole,
application
Orino
tions coming before tho hoard's atten- bowels, then you need Foley's
tion lit their next meeting, February l.:ixiillvo. It moves the bowels freely
and gently, and thoroughly clears the
7th, 1910:
not gripe or
Kilsoo Vnllos, sentenced from So- Intestinal tract. It does
Sold
corro county for 89 years for the crime nauseate and cures constipation.
by nil druggists.
of murder.
Horace R. Barnes, sentenced from
IN
Roosovelt county to serve 18 months ARRESTS EXPECTED
KANSAS CITY MYSTERY,
for the clime of larceny.
Jose Garcia Lucoro, sentenced rrom
H.
Swops Was
Mora county for tho crime of niurdor, Millionaire Thomas
Poisoned According to Declaralife term.
tion of Two Experts.
from
Antonio Trnjlllo, sentenced
Chicago, Jan. 31. Colonel Thomas
Rio Aniba county for five years tot
H. Swope the millionaire, ot Kansas
the ciimo of murder.
David Cuollar, Benlcnccd from So- City, died from the effects ot poison,
Hekcorro county to servo 29 years for tho according to the findings ot Drs.
toen and Haines, so It was announced
crime of murder.
from hero today. Arrests are expected to
sentenced
Nicolas Unllegns,
Bernalillo county to serve two years follow.
H. S. CLANCY.
Asst. Atty. General.

Capitalized at One Million
Dollars Files Its Papers
Today
MANY TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES

Important Opinion by Attorney
General as to Costa in Tax
Suits.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to
day appointed the following notaries
Julian Trujillo, Chlmayo;
public:
Rio Arriba county; George H. Simp-kinLas Vegas, San Miguel county.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to
day In the office ot Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Mountain.
air Mining Company with headquart
ers at Mountainalr, Torrance county.
The capitalization Is one million dollars, divided Into a million shares. The
Incorporators and directors are: P. W.
Hoshor, 599,999 shares; Sherman
300,000 shares; Emanuel Sharp,
1 share, all ot Mounlalnaire.
Dissolution of Corporation.
The Sam Schiff Company of Socor
ro, today filed a certificate of dissolu
tion with Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa, the Incorporators being Sam
Schiff, 450 shares; Julius Schwarz, 25
shares, and Ike Holzman, 25 shares.
Teachers' Certificates Issued.
Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion J. E. Clark has thus far Issued
150 teachers' country grade certifi
cates as the result of the general ex
aminations held In each county on
January 14 and 15 and expects to issue 75 more certificates. Some delay
has been caused by the tardiness ot
several county school superintendents
to make their reports.
District Court.
The drawing of Jurors for the V. S,
grand and petit juries for the March
term of district court in this district,
will be held at 5:30 p. nr., on February
12, by Judge John R. McFle, la the
presence of three disinterested citizens.
Fees In Tax Cases.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
handed down the following opinion:
Honorable John E. Griffith, district
attorney, Socorro, N. M.
Dear Sir Your letter ot the 28th,
Inst, waB received here on the 29th
and forwarded to me at Santa Fe,
I
where I received it yesterday.
think that the statutory provision as
to which the clerk of your court desires an opinion, is sot so clear as
to admit of no dispute or doubt as
to its meaning, but, after careful conand reflection. I have
sideration
reached the following opinion:
The section referved to Is section
20 of chapter 22, of the Laws of 1899,
and is as follows:
"In entering up Judgment In all
such cases, the clerk shall add to the
amount of tax, penalties and costs,
as shown by such delinquent tax list,
five per centum of the amount due
from each person, or upon each lot or
parcel ot property described, which
five per centum shall be the costs
of such proceedings, and when collected shall be paid over to the treasurer of said county for the credit
of the court fund."
It will be seen that In endeavoring
to reach a conclusion as to the appli
cability of this provision, which is an
exception to the general rules with
regard to costs, both as to amount and
to disposition, we must ascertain
what is meant by the phrase "in all
such cases." An examination of the
whole statute shows that It was Intended to revolutionize the general
practice as to suits for the collection
of delinquent taxes, and, instead of
suing delinquent tax payers separate
ly, to include them In a general list,
which should be advertised, and, with
the
the proof of publication, form
basis for an omnibus suit covering
everything contained in the delinquent tax list, where the taxes were
dollars. This
more than twenty-fiv- e
created a new class of cases, different
from anything previously existing, and
it seems reasonable to believe that
In
the legislature,
making a new
statutory provision as to the amount
and disposition of costs, was legislating only with regard to this new
class ot cases. It is true that in sec
tion 17 of the act there is a proviso
as to separate suits under the provisions of the act, by authority of the
Judge ot the district court, and It
might be argued that the phrase "In
all such cases" was Intended to refer
to all such cases as are mentioned or
provided for anywhere In the act, no
matter what kind, but such a proviso
as the one about separate suits creates an exception to the rest ot the
law applicable to special cases, and
the subject matter of the proviso Is
not within the general purpose of the
act. This view 1b In harmony with
rules of construction of
statutes, in accordance with which
it is held that a proviso or exception
usually relates only to the paragraph
or matter Immediately preceding It,
as you will see by reference to 26 A.
& E. Encyc. of Law, 578 et seq.
individual
Separate suits against
tax payers must, therefore, be considered like any other civil Bults
against individuals, and the same
rules as to costs are what shall bo
done with them, should apply, as in
all other cases, except those based
upon the delinquent tax lists. It
would be the duty of the clerk to
collect and account for costs In such
cases, the same as he does in other
cases.
Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
pain in chest and sore lungs, are
Bymptoms that quickly develop Into a
dangerous illnoRS it tho cold Is not
cured. Foley's Honey and Tar stops
enmrh. heals snd eases the con
gested parts, and brines quick rollof.
Sold by nil druggists.
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88 Am. St. Rep. 143; 80 Bo. 645.

Upon admission of a Bta'e It stands
upon an equal footing with the orig- Inn! alula, in .11 rMiiepU
1(13 TT. s
504- - 10 Sup. Ct, Rep. 1070.
A new state upon Its admission be-comes at once possessed of all the
rights of dominion and sovereignty
possessed by the other states. 125 U.
S. 1; 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 811.
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umvuunivui is us
plication to the last state to be admit- ted as to Virginia the first. 3 How.
5S9: 9 id 235; Id 479; 10 id 72; 13
id 25; 19 Id 164; 20 id 84; 7 Wall.
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To do this wus not an

easy task. every day, and the air is always light In thHr athlellcs and general social
t
Funds had to bo provided, anil as the and pure it is of
benefit to IKe. In fact, the ofllcers of tho New
Legislature would not meet for almost have students do regular exercise In Mexico Military Institute are at all
two years, there was no hope of se the open.
Were It not for the drill, times a pan o the school and school
curing territorial aid within that time. this duty would often be neglected. life.
The Board held a meeting and do- - At schools of a different class, young
Cadets Hold Government Appointclded to borrow the money. Previous men are apt to spend their time In
ments.
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GRADUATING
to the fire, plans had been drawn for loitering about town or
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The garrison opoly on the appointments to the nahad outgrown Lea Hull, but it had not rules require cadets to be in their tional schools which are made from
institutions were receiving assistance metit of the cadets.
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tactics, also being furnished military and seventy cadets at the Npw Mexi- - propriation
The Regents and Faculty of the New New Mexico In the Naval Academy,
THREE
equipnient free of cost. The total en co Military Institute for the present purpose.
The
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and C. A. Rowley of Arizona, a memMexico Military Institute.
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rollment of the ninety-thre- e
Good hulldinss, fine
a ber of last year's
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military duties are used as a "means
to an end." It simply Insures better
bodies and
class work, healthier
more acute minds. Instead of con
suming valuable time as Is often sup
posed by people, not familiar with
military schools, the military duties
expedite the school work.
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the schedule being so arranged that
the drills occupy time which is necIn a
essary to out door recreation.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
ASSOCIATION

LIVESTOCK
IS IN SESSION.

A good
S. C, Feb. 1,
was on hand this morning at
the opening of a two days' convention
of the South Carolina Live Slock As-

Columbia,

sociation, The principal speakers at
the opening session when President
Thomas Taylor of the association,
Prof. J. N. Harper of Clemson Col-tPnnd R. P. Welch of the United
States department of agriculture,
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Italian Mlnar Takea Random Shots Another Comet Reported In tha Sky
at Roswell Halley'a Not Yet
at Family Home ef Wallace
Visible.
Burks.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 28. Wal
lace Burke, a well known farmer, re
siding with hla family south of Albu.

querque bad an exciting experience
with a mad man yesterday which
neither he nor hla family are likely to
forget for some time to come.
The Insane man, who glvea his
name as Peter Mussotto, and who Is
27 years of age and an Italian, was arrested by Chief Deputy Sheriff Fred
B. Heyn and Deputy Sheriff Coulter
after he had been held prisoner In a
room In the Burke residence for an
hour or more by Mr. Burke who sat
outside with a Winchester, the Italian
at interval taking random shots
through the door with e six shooter
with which he was armed and with
which he tried to kill Mrs. Burke before help came.
Mr. Burlio came to Albuquerque
early early yesterday morning on business and shortly after he left home
the little girl with frightened cries
brought her mother to tne scene. Mrs.
Burke at once approached the man
who seemed to be In an Insane frenzy.
He fired at her point blauk three
times before she and the children
could gain the shelter of the house.
He then ran to a small adobe house
near the farm house and shut the
Mrs. Burke reached her husdoor.
band on the telephone and he returned at once, arriving Just as Messetto
began shooting through the door repelling a fancied attack. Mr. Burke
telephoned to the sheriff's office and
Chief Deputy
Heyn
and Jailor
Coulter made all speed to the ranch
and Mr. Heyn captured and Ironed his
man without difficulty. Mlssotto was
lying on a bed In the room when the
officer threw open the door and covered him with a gun. He offered i o resistance until after the handcuffs vere
put on, then he gave both offlc rs a
desperate battle which lasted until he
was loaded Into a wagon.
The man when placed In the county
jail could give no connected account of
He carried first citizenship
himself.
papers and also a card In the mine
workers', taken out In Arizona whence
It Is believed he came here. He gives
his age as 27 and Is evidently not
much over that age. The man Is believed to be a dangerous lunatic.

Do not miss taking a look at the
comet this evening. It will be at Its
best Just before seven o'clock tonight
as it Is dodging behind the vanes
Last night It was a wonderful
range.
sight indeed, as it hung low In the
western sky, while Its tail, a pyramid
of light akin to the Milky Way, ex
h
of the semi
tended up fully
circle of the sky. To the left dazzled
Venus with preternatural
brightness
while toword the zenith the rubby
glow of Saturn was very noticeable.
It Is only in many years apart that
a celestial spectacle of that brillianThe clear air
cy can be witnessed,
of Santa Fe and the fact that the
moon does not rise until late, makes
this the beHt time for observation.
Halley's comet will first be visible to
the naked eye about March 1 and will
Increase in brightness until May 1
being for a time a morning and later
From Roswell
an evening star.
comes the report of another comet In
the sky at present. Says the Roswell
Dally Record: :
"Returning from the Are at two
o'clock this morning, Chief Charles
Whiteman and practically every mew
ber of the Are department, as well as
oilier citizens, saw a new comet, big
ger and brighter than any that have
been seen here in years. It is not
the comet that has been seen early
in tha evening in the western Bky
every night this week, but a larger,
brighter and entirely different one.
The newly discovered phenomenon
y
was seen between two and
having passed behind a cloud at twothirty.' It stood high In the heavens
a little to the east of south. Its ball
is big and bright, and its tall, says
Chief Whiteinan, is much brighter,
longer and broader, than the tail of
the comet In the west. 'It's tall is
about forty feet long, and bushy,' said
Chief Whlteman this morning. 'It has
the other comet beat all to pieces in
looks,' added the chief, 'and I would
not be surprised if it is not Halley's
comet, coming in a few weeks ahead
of time." "

WILL LEAD
Almost Forty per Cent of the Provided .They Are Saved
From Saloon, Declares
Entire Duplicate in Treas
Rev. J. I. Seder
urers' Hands
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BILLIONS

THE

COST

Each Year For Saloons
Caring For Their
Victim).

pany Prepared.

"Our boyB will lead In the great
The total per cent of 1909 taxes
collected up to January 1, by the work of the nation which is a work
collections of of time, provided these same boys are
treasurer and
the Territory was 38.3 per cent whlchJ saved from the pitfalls of the saloon."
TJ-l- s
was the declaration of the Rev.
is a fine showing, considering that onof the
of the taxes fell due on J. I. Seder, superintendent
ly one-hal- f
League of New Mexico In
December 1 and the other half does
not fall due until June 1. The follow- an address he delivered last night before a large audience at the First
ing is the showing made by each county as compiled by Traveling Auditor Presbyterian church. In the morning
Mr. Seder spoke on "Victories Won
Charles V. Safford:
Bernalillo, 43; Chaves. 40; Colfax, and Winning."
In his addreBS last night he cited
47.8; Curry, 35.4; Dona
Ana, 3G.2;
to show the enormous
Guadalupe, many figures
Eddy, 42.9; Grant, 48.G;
in the United
Mc- cost of the saloon
25.0; Lincoln, 38.8; Luna, 48.2;
that one and a
Klnley, 58.1; Mora, 35.8 ; Otero, 42.7; States, estimating
billion dollars Is spent for
Quay, 36.7; Rio Arriba, 30.4; Roose- Quarter
s
of a billion
drink and
velt, 31.1; Sandoval, 21.8; San Juan, more In
caring for the victims of al40.8; San Miguel. 18.0; Santa Fe, 32.2;
coholism.
Sierra, 3(5.9; Socorro, 35.4; Taos, 44.5;
"Five times as much money Is spent
Torrance, 39.2; Union, 37.2; Valencia, in this country for
liquor than for
37.9.
bread and eleven times as much as Is
District Court,
on education and 107 times as
In district court today Judge John spent
much as is spent on home and foreign
R. McFie heard the mandamus case
missions. He said:
of Game Warden Thomas P. Gable
In New Mexico.
vs. Territorial
Auditor W. O. Sar
"There are about nine hundred liqgent, to determine whether the sur- uor sellers In New Mexico. They np- of
plus or any part of the surplus
pear to be making a comfortable liv$5,000, In the game prolection fund,
ing for themselves and their barten
can be expended for the establish ders.
They do more. They pay big
inent of a fish hatchery.
Besides their own living and
In chambers this forenoon, Judge profits.
a round sum to the
of profits, they pay
McFie heard another instalment
Trust of this country. They
case involving Liquor
the Stevenson-Tru- e
enable the brewers and distillers to
title to lands in the Espanola valley. build and furnish
elegantly the most
on
District court meets at Estancla
and
residences, wear-purppalatial
McFie
will preside.
Monday. Judge
silk, live extravagantly, luxuriously,
Notaries Public Appointed.
wantonly, tour Europe or the world as
A Safeguard to Children.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to his fancy suggests. This at the exnotaries
the
day
following
appointed
"Our two children of six and eight
pense of the laboring men, women and
Arcadio Sals, Bernardo, So- children, who are but too often thinly
years have been since Infancy subject public:
Miss
corro
Agnes
county;
Mary
to colds and croup. About three years
clad, poorly fed and worse boused In
of Roswell, Chaves county; weather pierced hovels.
ago I started to use Foley's Honey
P. Owen of Albuquerque, Ber
"But let us sit down and figure out
and Tar, and it has never failed to Hurry
nalillo county; Albert - C. Hucklns, the profit and loss. The 900 saloons,
prevent and cure these troubles. It is
Mora
YOUNG RATON COUPLE
with receipts of $8,000 per annum
the only medicine I can get the child- Levy,Colorado-Arizon- county.
Railroad Co.
ARRESTED AT DENVER. ren to take without a row." The
each, a low average estimate, take
filed
are
being
papers
from the pockets of the New Mexico
above from W. C. Ornsteln, Green forIncorporation
Arizona-ColoradRailroad
the
Some
Sutpose
public $7,200,000 annually.
Mystery About Charge and Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience
and
at
$4,000,000
capitalized
Company
these saloons pay an average license
Groom Claims That He la Innoof thousands of other users of Foley's
will build a railroad from near
which
Into
and
city
county
cent of Wrong Doing.
It cures coughs, Lordsburg on the Southern Pacific to money of $300 Is
Honey and Tar.
treasury. This
probably a very fair
Denver, Colo.. Jan. 31. The
colds and croup, and prevents bronthrough
Colorado,
passing
estin-atDurango,
saloons
at
these
best
or
pay
honeymoon of Mr. and Mrs. chitis and pneumonia. Sold by all western New Mexico.
not to exceed $200,000 license money.
C. R. McDowell,
both well known drugglBtB.
Clark.
Congratulating Superintendent
Thus they take out of the communiof Raton, N. M came
young residents
Many congratulatory telegrams are ties $7,000,000 more than they return
.
-- l
wn
IU UU UUrUll CUU laic ot..vn
oaiuiua; Mia"' FLOURNOY RECEIVER OF
from
the
educational
received
being
In other words,
In license money.
when the bridegroom was placed unDOMINION CONSTRUCTION
CO, departments of various states upon
the territory hires these
der arrest by Detectives Bell and
the compilation of school anniversary
to
colect less than a quarter mil
Carr on Information forwarded to the Sheriff Talle of McKlnley
County exercises recently published by the lion dollars and pays them seven milDenver police by the authorities of
Sues Treasurer Gregory Page
territorial superintendent of public lion dollars for their services, Is (his
Colfax county, New Mexico.
of Gallup,
instruction.
Would
good financial management?
Within a few moments after the
Water Rights Applications,
any railroad, mercantile or collection
M
28.
N.
Jan.
Sulyoung couple had returned from a theTerritorial Engineer Vernon L.
Judge
Albuquerque,
agency pay such large commissions
ater, policemen appeared at the door Ira A. Abbott yesterday granted the livan today rejected the application of for so little service? And why apply
leading to their rooms In an apart- application of Nelll B. Field, trustee Louis B. Lamb of Bluewater, Valencia good, practical business sense In oth
ment house at 1227 Curtis street. for creditors of the Dominion Con county, for the waters of Ashfork er lines and make an exception where
When the husband was Informed that structlon Company, and other credi- Canon, a tributary of the San Jose, the Baloon Is concerned
Why not
he was under arrest he readily accom- tors, for the appointment of a re- on the ground that the water had been apply plain common sense to that as
panied them to police headquarters, ceiver for the company. The after- appropriated already.
well, and let the saloon also stand or
where1 he said that he could think of noon session was
In Application No. 297, of E. A. fall on its merits or demerits? And
occupied with arguwarments on the receivership and the Clayton of Artesla, Eddy county, per- were this large money commission
nothing he had done which might
rant his arrest, unless the entire af- court finally appointed M. W. Flour mission was given to use the waters which the saloon
collects the only
fair was a part of a honeymoon Joke noy,
of the First Na- of Runyon Springs to reclaim 100 consideration, the only loss, the only
his
friends.
extortion It might be quietly suffered.
tional bank, to be receiver. Mr. Flour-no- y acres.
played upon him by
sathat she
His young bride asked
Is out of the city at present and
Application No. 300, George T. Lam- But that Is the smallest Item. The
to
husband
her
prishis assent to the appointment has not bert of Dorsey, Colfax county, for the loon robs the home and burns it
might accompany
and
on, saying that she could not remain been obtained. No further action will floodwaters of Tlnaja creek to a max- down, takes Its patrons' money
be taken pending his acceptance or imum diversion of 350 second feet burns down his character, happiness
long away from him.
and life.
Information received from Raton rejection of the position.
was grated for tlio reclamation of
late last night was that young McT. P. Talle, sheriff of McKlnley
Concluding Rev. Mr. Seder said;
acres at a cost of $45,000.
"And what value shall be put upon
Dowell Is wanted there for an alleged county, yesterday filed suit through
a
embezzlement from the electlro Bup-pl- y his attorney, E. A. Mann, against
An attack of the grip is otten follow- a human life? Dan Patch, only
race horse, is worth more than $100,- concern of Glllam & Axmore. Gregory Page, treasurer and
ed by a persistent cough, which to
When Sheriff Abe Hlxenbaugh asked collector of McKlnley county, in an ef- many proves a great annoyance. 000. Is it extravagant to put a hum
an life at ten times that sum, or a
the Denver police to apprehend him fort to 'collect approximately $900 Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy has
If it were your life.'
McDowell
the charge was not given.
worth of warrants of the county out- been extensively use and with good million dollars
"At such fearful cost, how can any
denied that he had committed any standing In his favor and which the success for the relief and cure of this
If
crime. He told Chief Armstrong be treasurer refuses to pay. Talle says cough. Many cases have been cured sane person say, that saloons pay?
they do not pay, even as a financial
would return without requisition pa in bis complaint that the warrants
failed.
had
remedies
other
after all
proposition, why not do away with
pers,
were regularly Issued to pay accounts Sold by all druggists.
them without delay? Does It pay finagainst the county by the county comancially to have wolves among the
If you would have a safe yet certain missioners and that the treasurer has RECONCILATION
OF MR. AND
our
among
Bheep or rattlesnakes
Cough Remedy In the home, try Dr. persistently refused
to pay them.
MRS. PHIPPS FORESHADOWED. boys and girls? Who sayB it doeB?
at least once. It U thorough- There are four warrants In
Shoop's
question
Who says saloons pay the city or
ly unlike any other Cough prepararanging from $8 to $425.
Latter 8aya He la Done With Pitta-bur- g state financially?"
tion. Its taste will be entirely new
Committed for Insanity.
for Good and All Both In
to you unless It Is already your favAfter a hearing yesterday morning
Sore Lungs and Raw Lungs.
Smoky City at Present.
orite Cough
Remedy. No opium,
mind. Judge AbMost people know the feeling, and
chloroform, or any other stupefying as to his condition of
Inbott committed Rumaldo Candelario
Pittsburg, Jan. 31 With maid and the miserable state of ill health It
Ingredients are used. The tender leaves
moun- to the Insane asylum at Las Vegas, a drayload of trunks, Mrs. Genevieve dicates. All people should know that
of a harmless,
tainous shrub, give to Dr. Shoop's Candelario was taken to the asylum chandler Phlpps arrived here from Foley's Honey and Tar, the greatest
Denver on Sunday and has taken tem throat and lung remedy, will quickly
Cough Remedy Its wonderful curative last night.
The State National bank has filed porary quarters at a hotel. Rumors cure the soreness and cough and reproperties. It Is truly a most certain
Sold suit against Charles E Hill to collect are that Mrs. Phlpps' arrival at this store a normal condition. Ask for
and trustworthy
prescription.
Co.
upon a note for $100, which with Inter- time are indicative of a reconciliation Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold by all
by Stripling-Burrow- s
est Is alleged to amount to $150, the with her husband, Lawrence Phlpps, druggists.
who also Is said to be in Pittsburg.
amount sought to recover.
FUNERAL OF ESLAVIO VIGIL
18 LARGELY
ATTENDED.
Recently Mr. Phlpps sold his beautiful ARCHBISHOP PRAISES
mansion in a fashionable residence
HAS CLAIMED
PEUMONIA
FATHER JUILLARD.
TWO MORE VICTIMS. section of Pittsburg saying he Is done
Church of the Sacred Heart Could
Mrs.
all.
the
and
for
with
good
city
Hla Departure It Great Loss to
Not Hold Crowda That Paid
Phlpps would not comment on her SaysDiocese Regards Him aa BrilLaat Honor.
Pneumonia has claimed two more visit.
liant Churchman.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 28. Hun- victims. They are Charles Harris,
dreds of people attended the funeral who died Wednesday, and Antonio Lu
realizing the honor that
Although
TEN CENTS PER TON
has been conferred on one of the
of the late Eslavio Vigil, who met his cero, who died last night. The funDEMANDED.
INCREASE
Fe
morndeath under the wheels of a Santa
eral of Mr. Harris was held this
priests of his archdiocese, Archbishop
Pitaval expressed today his sorrow at
train Monday evening last, yesterday ing from the Cathedral. The Very
Mine
Submit
Workers
United
ProposSacred
the
at
of
church
the
the
vicar
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, the
departure of Father Julllard who
morning
ed New 8cals for Bituminous
left last night for New York City to
Heart on South Fourth street. The general, conducted
the services.
Fields In West.
take up his new work with the
ca'paclty of the church was Insufficient Scores of friends of the deceased folof the faith.
lo
for the crowd and the procession lowed the hearse to the grave in
which followed the remains to San
The archbishop und the former pascemetery.
Ind., Jan. 31. Ten
Indianapolis,
ever
Jose cemetery was the longest
Mr. Lucero, who died at his home cents a ton increase Is demanded for tor of the Catholic church of Gallup,
witnessed here1. - The service was on
warm friends for a score
the Canon road, was 39 years of the bituminous coal minors in the re- have been
Toraassini,
Father
conducted by Rev.
and before lenvlng
Ho leaves a widow . He was port of the scale committee of the or more of years
S. J., and occurred at 9 o'clock. The age.
new post of duty Father Jullborn and reared In Santa Fe and had United Mine Workers of America, sub- for his
Protective
American
Society
of dnys In Santa
Spanish
here. The funeral will mitted at Its convention today. The lard spent a couple
acted as a guard of honor and the many friends
In Fe as the guest of the- archbishop. excontracts
to
are
made
Cathedral.
new
the
be
from
be
held
tomorrow
wage
"Father Juillurd Is- a man of
pall bearers were Frank A. Hubbell,
the Wagner Un- Kansas, MlBsourl, Oklahoma, ColoraNestor Montoya, Jobs Sanchez, Jose Manager Hanson, of
traordinary talents." said the archBritish
has
and
do,
Establishment,
charge
Washington,
Wyoming
Chavez, Pablo Salazar, and Policarplo dertaking
bishop, "and the diocese will feel his
Columbia.
of the funeral arrangements.
Sanchez.
loss. He has been a warm personal
friend of mine and I am sure I shall
miss blin very much. I feel, howCONTAINS NO ever, highly honoreed that he hns
been selected for the work of the
HARMFUL
of the faith. Father Julllard
has labored long and faithfully In
DRUGS
New Mexico and this honor conferred
on him is a source of satisfaction to
I Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
Tha Oinutnt la at
his friendB In fact to all who know
cat,
pa
Tt,,it,ow
Pneumonia
and
of his piety and his learning and Mb
Consumption
and Lung Trouble i. Prevents
fine personality."
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Jy
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A CORROBORATION
hold even In the old days, gave only
a small majority for the Democratic
Of Interest to Santa Fa Readers,
delegate In 1906; so did Eddy county.
Roosevelt county, midway on the TexFor months Santa Fe citizens have
as border was tho only Democratic
SAFELY REPUBLICAN stronghold which in any way came up een in these columns enthusiastic
to Democratic expectations.
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Instead of thousands, the Demo- Fe residents. Would these prominent
out of the new country people recommend a remedy that had
New York Sun's Figures Show crats camehundreds.
not proven reliable? Would they conwith only
That It Will Give 10,000
The fact la that while many of the firm their statements after years had
not
Immigrants into New Mexico In re- elapsed if personal experience had
Majority
cent years have come from Texas and shown the remedy to be worthy of en-dement? No stronger proof of
Oklahoma and the south, thousands
merit can be had than cures that have
NeSTATEHOOD have been coming from Kansas,
HELP
IT WILL
braska, Iowa and the north central stood the test of time. The following
states. Since the first rush of home-Beeke- statement should carry conviction to
new districts has sub- the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
to
No Fear That Commonwealth sided and these
110 Johnson
Toribio Rodriguez,
the homeseeklng has beof
Will Fall Into Hands
come conservative ard careful a con street, Santa Fe. N. M says: "Two
I gave a stateDemocratic Hosts.
Btanlly Increasing number of Imm- and a half years ago in
regard to my
igrants are from the central ana ment for publication
south- experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
than
the
northern
from
rather
Under an Albuquerque date line,
ern states. Any homeseekers' excur- Today I am stronger In my praise of
the New York Sun, which has been
I suffered
sion
train shows the proportion. They this remedy than ever.
one of the most determined opponents
the
all come through Kansas City, and greatly from disoredered kidneys,
New
of
Mexico, says:
center for pains In my back being so acute at
of New Mexico, Kansas City Is the clearing
The territory
and sit
the emigrants of Kansas and Missouri, times that I had to stop work
Judged from all sources of reliable introuble Bteadlly grew
Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska and the 1own. The
the
come
into
should
was to
it
what
formation,
lake Btates rather than from Okla- worse and I rarely knew
Union as a state within the next six
be free from an ache or pain of some
homa
Texas.
and
monlhs or a year or even sooner,
Doan's
It is Impossible to give accurate kind. Soon after I began using
would make Its' entrance as a Repubfrom Stripling,
It Is safe to say that over Cidney Pills, procured
but
figures,
lican state, with a Republican majorall this great new country fully one-hal- f Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains
and my back
ity of from 10.000 to 12,000.
the immigration of the last four and aches disappeared
ever. Doan'a
Gradually without ostentation or
Re was as sound and well as
been
from
has
years
Republican
enshow the territory has been filling up
as a result of thiB Kidney Pills have my strongest
and
states,
publican
with immigrants from Republican
Influx of Republican homemakers dorsement."
and
states. Republican homeseekers
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Democratic majorities are not greater
Co., Buffalo,
FosterMilburn
cents.
Republican boniemakers have been
perhaps even less at the present, New
pouring Into the territory, gaining save in two counties, than
York, sole agents for the United
were
they
the
and
Increasing
their citizenship
States.
in 1900.
Remember the name Doan's and
strength of the Republican party in
Therefore there Is Utile danger to
New Mexico with a growth that is fear
radicalism In New Mexico In the take no other.
both solid and substantial.
formation of a constitution, and the
HIS WIFE WOULDN'T
The counties east of the mountain fears
expressed by President Taft and
GO TO NEW MEXICO.
range which divides the territory at by members of the Congress are all
first claimed as their very own by the
with
familiar
to
but
persons
amusing
Therefore John Pushman Went WithDemocrats, have one by one been lost conditions in
the territory. It would
out Her to Look Over Beauties
to that party until now there remain
be difficult to find a more conservaof Taos County.
only four that can be called Demo- tive set of men than the Republican
cratic. The others, according to the
Not only Solomon Luna, the
leaders.
returns of the recent elections, have
Morrisvllle, N. J., Jan. 29 AccordRepublican national committeeman;
gone over or gradually are going to H. O. Bursum, territorial chairman, ing to a note found in his dinner basRepublicanism. The Democratic press and the other leaders, but the vigor- ket, John Pushman, a railroader, who
has been missing since Monday, is
of the territory, beholding the trend ous
young Republicans who are now on his way to Taos, New Mexico,
of events, are warning their party.
of
to
take
active
charge
where, it is said, he owns about 460
The Democratic leaders are giving beginning
affairs in their districts are all acres of land.
out interviews crying "graft" in elec- party
will stand for conservatism
men
who
Pushman is acquainted with Dr. and
tions, attacking Taft's administration
last and all the time.
Mrs. Isaac N. Woodman, who formerfor failure to fulfill the promises of first,
such men as former Governor
Even
About two
ly lived In Morrisvllle.
the Republican platform and urging
Hagerman of Hoswell, Levi A. Hughes years ago Mrs. Woodman's health
their party to "get together" for su- of
Santa
Fe, and others who are not failed and the family went west. The
premacy in the new state.
In sympathy with the presdoctor and his family finally located
From the recent election for pro- entirely
ent Republican organization are con- in New Mexico.
bate Judge figures are obtained which
servatives. Mr. Hagerman is one of
Previous to the Woodmans' depart
indicate clearly the trend of the votthe largest land owners In the ter- ure, Pushman was marriea 10 jars.
ers toward Republicanism and away
ritory. Mr. Hagerman Is a bank of William Winner, a widow with two
from Democracy.
and heavily inter children.
Dr. Woodman was named
In the accompanying table are ficial, a merchant
ested In real estate. Mr. Luna is a as guardian for the children. When
shown the results in the election for
is
the the physician fir
arrived In New
bank president. Mr. Bursum
probate judge. Lincoln and Luna owner of several ranches and other Mexico an opportunity presented It32
counties, which .'ave respectively
And the men who act with self whereby he could get possession
and M22 Democratic majority, are realty.
them for the advancement of Repub- of about 160 acres of land at the nomclaimed under ordinary circumstances,
licanism in New Mexico are of the inal sum of $3 and acre. The condiand especially In a national contest, same
tions were that the purchaser was to
type.
counJuan
San
the
Republicans.
by
Again, even should the Democrats erect a dwelling on the land at once,
is
Democratic
150,
which
went
by
ty,
had elapsed
by some chance gain control of the and not until five years
normally Republican on national Is- constitutional
convention which Is would the person buying the land realsues. Sierra county, which gavs the
Dr.
owner.
the
not believed likely it would still be a ly be considered
Democratic candidate 47 majority, is
In that
of law makers and Woodman decided to remain
conservation
body
Republican on territorial and national would
and as he thought it was a
produce a constitution devoid country
issues and would elect Republican
be bought the
A, A. Jones, Demo- good opportunity,
features.
freak
of
delegates t ft constitutional conven- cratic national committeeman, Is a ground for Pushman.
tion. In the case of Socorro and TorA little later Dr. Woodman wrote
and a large land
rance counties, which went Republi- corporation lawyer
to Pushman and informed him what
u.
tne
territor
owner.
James
men,
BOO
he had made and asked him
a
can majorities are COO to 800 and
ial chairman, is the last man in the to bargain
come to New Mexico and follow
to 800.
world to permit freak constitution
the
The total shows 3,440 Democratic making or freak legislation. H. B. farming. The doctor thought
Pushman good. Some
and 8,050 Republican votes in the col- Ferguson and O. N. Martin of Albu- trip would do
received anumn of majorities and a Republican querque, Charles F. Easley of Santa weeks later Pushman several farmother letter, stating that
strength of 5,216. With interest arous- Fe, James F. Hinkle and W. M. At-- ers
Push-man- 's
living on lands adjacent to
ed as statehood would arouse It and kinson of Roswell, the Democratic
out
were
laying
contemplating
the election of delegates to a conven- leaders of the territory, are ail con the new town of Virsylania and that
tion whose sole duty would be the servative and sane, responsible busi- Pushman's land would soon become
actual framing of a constitution In- ness men of high standing.
valuable,
tended not only to meet the requireThe only
danger of radicalism
Pushman spoke to his wife about
ments of the new state but of the
will
constitution
the
into
from Morrisvllle, but as she
creeping
moving
as
well,
President and the Congress
come from the Democrats of the two was not in favor of so doing, the matacthe Republican majority would,
or three counties midway on the Tex ter was dropped.
cording to the very best available in- as border, where Oklahoma and Texas
Last Monday he started for the
doubled.
be
doubt
without
formation,
have put their stamp. But these will railroad yards in West Morrisvllle.
table
Is
the
showing
The following
be in the minority whether the consti- That night he did not return home
the results of the election for probate tution be Republican or Democratic, from work and it was at first believed
judge:
and being in the minority will have that he had been working overtime.
Dem.
Rep.
But the wife soon learned that he
slight influence In actually framing
Majority. Majority. the laws which are to govern the new had not worked that day. u,a dinner
County.
1,480
Bernalillo .
basket was found near his locker. In
state.
407
It was a note stating that he had
Chaves
223
Colfax
gone to New Mexico to visit Dr. and
FE DID BIG
SANTA
Mrs. Woodman.
Dona Ana . ....... 290
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.
444
After Pushman left his dinner basEddy
400
ket at the railroad yards he went back
Grant
Over 3,600 Applications and Entrlea to Morrisvllle proper and secured his
242
Gaudalupe
for Land in Fiscal Year 1909
32
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